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ABOUT THE
CHALLENGE
Innovation challenges from
Ordnance Survey

With 9.5 to 10.5 billion people on the planet by 2050, all expecting the lifestyles we enjoy,
we will all have to change the way we do things, whether in the public, private, third sector
or ourselves as individuals. Since everything happens at some place or location, when it
comes to tackling this global challenge, geography and geographic information are key
ingredients in connecting people, places, processes and planet.
We will need to do more with less and do it sustainably! We will need to innovate openly and
collaboratively. We will need to maximise the use of assets and the re-use of natural and
manmade resources. We will need to think globally, act locally, and, using location information
and technology, design smarter processes, smarter solutions & business models and then
scale, sustainably, these new ways of doing things to meet new opportunities.
Geovation is Ordnance Survey’s open innovation network. Geovation runs challenges to
address specific problems within communities, which may be satisfied, in part, through
the use of geography. These challenges are open to entrepreneurs, developers, community
groups, government and individuals. The challenge focuses on finding innovative and
useful ways of using geographic information, including open data and tools, to build new
ventures that will generate social, economic and environmental value.
We promote open collaboration in addressing the real needs and problems of communities
where geography is key to a probable solution by:
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•

Running workshops (Pow Wows) which bring people together to identify real problems
around which a Geovation challenge can be structured, (Geovation Pow Wow outputs
are shared openly on SlideShare®).

•

Maintaining an on- and off-line community which encourages innovative ideas that
address specific problems.

•

Organising camps where participants develop their ideas into prototype ventures using
our ‘Innovation = problem x solution x execution’ methodology.

•

Supporting participants to be ‘match fit to pitch’ for funding.

•

Supporting winning ventures through to launch and beyond.

© Geovation 2016

In April 2010, Ordnance Survey released its free-to-use OS OpenData™ product portfolio, as
well as new terms for the use of Ordnance Survey’s open application programming interface
(API) OS OpenSpace®. This has recently been followed by the launch of our mobile platform
development kits and several new APIs. We’re keen to see challenges make use of these free
resources, as well as the wealth of other open government data that has been released.
Our challenges have focused on building local resilience within communities against real
problems that need collaboration and design thinking across all sectors of the economy
(public private, civil society and individuals) to address them.
These include:
•

‘How can Britain feed itself?’ (2010)

•

‘How can we improve transport in Britain?’ (2011)

•

‘How can we transform neighbourhoods in Britain together?’ (2012)

•

‘How can we connect communities and visitors along the Wales Coast Path?’ (2012)

•

‘How can we help British business improve environmental performance?’ (2013)

•

‘How can we encourage active lifestyles in Britain?’ (2014)

•

‘How can we enable people in Britain to live in better places?’ (2014)

Last year we launched the Geovation Hub in Clerkenwell, London, to better support
geospatial innovation and are delighted to be further supporting some of our Geovation
winners through the facilities and expertise available there.
We also launched our Geovation Accelerator Programme which will support winners,
including those from our current challenge, ‘How can we better manage water use in
Britain, sustainably?’ to launch and scale their ventures.
This booklet is the story of our Geovation challenge participants and community whose
commitment, enthusiasm and ideas continue to inspire us as they launch and scale new
ventures by designing smarter processes, solutions and business models using location
information and technology.

Think globally, act locally then scale sustainably!

Chris Parker

The key against each entry in this guide shows what stage of development each venture is at.
These are planning, developing and launching.
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CHALLENGES
2009-2015
How can we enable people in Britain to live in
better places?

Page 6

10 September - 10 November 2014
141
43
split between 3 winners

Geovey
My Home Energy Planner
Demo Dev
Holistic House Search

£29,000
£25,000
£24,000
£1,000 Community Award

How can we encourage active lifestyles in Britain?

Page 8

Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£101,000:

7 November 2013 - 15 January 2014
655
74
split between 4 winners

Medal routes
Run An Empire
Tagd
OpenPlay

£28,000
£26,000
£26,000
£21,000 + £1,000 Community Award

How can we help British business improve
environmental performance?

Page 12

Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£101,000:

6 March - 17 July 2013
260
47
split between 4 winners

Carbon Prophet
GeoCraft
The Green Alchemist
Streetkleen

£29,000 + £1,000 Community Award
£28,000
£22,000
£21,000

How can we connect communities and visitors
along the Wales Coast Path?

Page 16
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Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£79,000:
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Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£126,000:

12 March - 2 May 2012
486
62
split between 5 winners

Snout Wales
Real Food Wales
Op Ogam
Living Paths
Growing Routes

£40,000
£30,000 + £1,000 Community Award
£30,000
£17,500
£7,500
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Page 20

Page 24

Page 28

Page 30

How can we transform neighbourhoods Britain?
Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£116,000:

9 February - 28 March 2012
451
75
split between 4 winners

Get Community Payback
Green Space Mapper
Shout Crime
FoodTrade

£40,000 + £1,000 Community Award
£25,000
£25,000
£25,000

How can we improve transport in Britain?
Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£161,000:

27 Sep 2010 - 11 Feb 2011
235
155
split between 6 winners

Mission:Explore
myPTP
Cyclescape
FixMyTransport - Anywhere!
AccessAdvisr
Bikemapper/
London Cycle Map Campaign

£36,500 + £1,000 Community Award
£36,000
£27,000
£27,000
£27,000
£6,000

How can Britain feed itself?
Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£13,000:

16 June - 3 September 2010
76
51
split between 2 winners

Foodnation
City Farmers

£10,000
£3,000

Geovation Awards Programme
Date:
People registered:
Ideas submitted:
£22,000:

October 2009 - January 2010
200
166
split between 3 winners

MaxiMap
Mission:Explore
Plaqueguide.com

£11,000 + £1,000 Community Award
£7,000
£3,000
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HOW CAN WE ENABLE
PEOPLE IN BRITAIN
TO LIVE IN BETTER PLACES?
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Demo Dev
from Impact Hub Birmingham
www.demodev.org

Birmingham based Andy Reeve and Joyit Sarkar’s winning idea, DemoDev.org is to harness
the power of Land Registry and Ordnance Survey data to unlock underused land and
turn it into open designed, sustainable, adaptable homes using WikiHouse principles.
These homes can be built in areas people want to live in; can be self-built and can grow
and change as their owners’ lives evolve. DemoDev can therefore provide a platform to
dramatically lower the barriers of custom built housing. Placing location and other digital
data at the core of urban innovation, they are examining how landowners can make the
best use of their portfolio for their own benefit and the benefit of the community.
They are currently experimenting and exploring the best way to engage local communities
with housing issues and the decision-making process. Approaching the housing crisis in a
holistic way offers the opportunity to create a whole new system: from land identification
and planning approval to home design and ultimate construction using digital, open data
and innovation.

Geovey
from Nautoguide Ltd

Swindon-based Nautoguide’s idea will use Ordnance Survey and Land Registry data to
underpin an online map-based portal where people can suggest improvements to their
local areas and vote, comment on and share these via social media. These crowdsourced
community improvement ideas can then be submitted to relevant authorities for response.
The recipient can then view the issue, comment, vote and take action accordingly. Using
Geovey, authorities or commercial users can also use the platform to share ideas with the
community and receive valuable feedback or alternative suggestions.
Dave Barter of Geovey said:

“The Geovation process has completely reinvigorated our approach
to seeding and developing ideas through to business case. We began
with a loose idea of something that seemed worthy and feasible, but
the mantra of ‘problem, solution, execution’ was soon firmly instilled in
our brains by the Geovation team. The funding will allow us to grow a
service that will make a real difference in the community.”

My Home Energy Planner
from Carbon Co-op

This idea from Jonathan Atkinson of Carbon Co-op focuses on UK’s existing and older
housing stock which can be expensive to heat, can waste energy and cause carbon
emissions. The online tool will let householders understand their current energy usage
better and take control of future energy demand.
The tool will let householders quickly get accurate, comprehensive and usable information
on the energy performance of their homes. It can then be decided if retrofit improvements
are needed to meet energy efficiency standards.
Ordnance Survey data can help identify a property’s area and floor size while Land Registry
data will be used for tenure information and to identify property type.
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HOW CAN WE ENCOURAGE
ACTIVE LIFESTYLES
IN BRITAIN?
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Medal routes
from Ramblers Scotland

www.ramblers.org.uk/go-walking/routesand-places-to-walk/medal-routes.aspx

Ramblers Scotland received £28,000 in funding to develop Medal Routes App in the
Geovation Active Lifestyles Challenge.
The broader problem was that people often simply don’t know where to go for a walk,
either near home, near work, or other places they visit. They don’t know how to make that
first step in building more physical activity into their daily lives. Rob Burns and Jeannie
Cranfield of Ramblers Scotland submitted an idea to develop a mobile app to identify and
map short circular, bronze, silver and gold level walks from walking hubs.
These walking challenges encourage people throughout Scotland to integrate walking into
their daily life and progress from short 15 minute walks to walking for up to an hour.
The development of the app, using Ordnance Survey data, has enabled more widespread
engagement and encouraged participation. People, wherever they are, have hundreds of
walks at their fingertips and, through games and challenges, incentives to walk and map
their own routes.
Following funding from Ordnance Survey, the Medal Routes App launched in August 2014,
after the Commonwealth Games in Scotland. The app uses Ordnance Survey mapping to
allow people to easily identify a walk in their local area using their mobile phone. The walks
start and finish from the same location (walking hub) and each route has a designated
medal assigned to it: Bronze (approx. 15 mins walk), Silver (approx. 30 mins walk) and Gold
(approx. 60 mins walk). Users can track their health progression within the app and get
regular notifications to try out new Medal Routes walks.

“With support from GeoVation,
the Medal Routes project has
matured into a well-established,
leading legacy project that will
continue to motivate and inspire
healthier and fitter lives.”
Rob Burns, Medal Routes Project Office

Find a Medal Route walk
Allows users to locate walks close by or by searching over 800 routes. Once a walk has been
selected the user is given information on points of interest nearby. They can track their walk
on an OS map.

Your Routes
Provides a facility for users to map their favourite walks within their local area and share
them with the Medal Routes community.

My Progression
Allows the user to track how many Medal Routes walks they have completed, along with
step and calorie counters. It also gives information on longer walks, Ramblers’ groups and
other physical activity opportunities.
Health
The user can set targets they want to achieve and monitor their progression. When
surveyed, 86% of users said Medal Routes had encouraged them to be more active in their daily
life, and 83% think that Medal Routes helps people find green spaces near where they live.’

The success of the app has meant that the project’s existing funding partners have awarded
continued funding for the Medal Routes project and it has formed a new partnership with
NHS Health Scotland, to launch and implement new NHS Staff challenges. There are now
823 short walks available on the Medal Routes mobile app coving over 400 locations in
Scotland. There are Medal Routes in all Local Authority areas in the country. There have been
10,218 hits to the Medal Routes webpage, 9,632 downloads with 4,336 fully registered users.

© Geovation 2016
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Run An Empire
(Location Games Ltd)
RunAnEmpire.com

Run An Empire is a free-to-play strategy game for mobile devices, based in the real world.
Players compete with their neighbours to own the most territory in their area. The owner of
an area is whoever runs/ walks/ jogs around it the most times.
The purpose behind Run An Empire is to make daily physical activity more fun and
rewarding - for active runners but also for sedentary people who are either struggling to
establish a routine or who have an interest in digital/ mobile gaming.
Starting out in 2014 as an internal project at PAN (an experience design studio based in London),
Run An Empire received its first ever validation when it was selected as one of the Active
Lifestyles Geovation Challenge finalists in March 2014. After a weekend of intense workshopping
at the Ordnance Survey Headquarters, the judging panel awarded the concept a £26,000 grant
plus access and coaching for Ordnance Survey’s mapping technology and infrastructure.
A month later, PAN launched a Kickstarter campaign to raise further funds and validate their
belief there was an audience for the product. The campaign was a success with over 1800
backers, £23,000 raised and a plethora of follow-up press pieces including The Telegraph,
The Guardian and Wired.
PAN soon hived off Run An Empire as a separate business, placing all the IP under Run An
Empire Ltd (which is now under Location Games Ltd).

“Strava for the
Game of Thrones crowd.”
Runner’s World

The Run An Empire team set about building an alpha version which revealed the need for
some changes in the game mechanic. A beta version was developed from this insight and
soon 1000 test invitations were distributed to Kickstarter backers for feedback and review.
Run An Empire then joined Bethnal Green Ventures in 2015 - a three month social enterprise
accelerator based in Somerset House, London. The product and business model behind it
was further refined and the team began to grow.
After completing the accelerator, Run An Empire went on to gain further mentoring and
support from The Impact Hub Westminster via Geovation’s own hub at Clerkenwell; and
Playhubs - a source for mentorships and masterclasses specifically targeting the gaming
industry.
By November 2015 Run An Empire was ready to scale operations and receive investment
funding. An equity-based crowd-fund was started using online platform Crowdcube. The
campaign overfunded within the first week and soon after Run An Empire had to cap their
fund at £126,000. Due to the rapid speed of the raise, in January 2016 Crowdcube named
Run An Empire as their ‘Best Startup of 2015’.
Having been limited to a select beta audience for some time, Run An Empire is now
preparing for a public launch in a small test market in the next few months. If all goes well
then a global launch should be expected for summer this year.
10
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Openplay

www.openplay.co.uk

The London-based OpenPlay team was awarded funding and won the Community Award in
the Active Lifestyles Geovation Challenge in 2014.
The platform is designed to remove the hassle around getting active by making it easy to
find and book venues and activities. Parks and schools in particular offer a huge number of
physical activities, yet little is known about what goes on there and how to get involved.
OpenPlay focuses on the problem of not knowing where to find an activity while also
helping venues become financially self-sustainable through increased bookings. In the age
of widespread budget cuts to local authority leisure budgets, their timing couldn’t be better.

“The Ordnance Survey funding
awarded allowed us to develop
new mapping functionality, a
booking system and a mobile
app version to increase public
usage of these spaces.”
Sam Parton,
OpenPlay

OpenPlay originally launched its online marketplace for finding and booking sports facilities
back in 2013. It brings sports facility and activity availability online, so you can find out
what’s going on at your local venue and book pitches and organised activities. OpenPlay
can be used by anyone, whether a local authority, community group, private organisation
or the general public. The social connect feature means that informal groups can also look
for people to join their activities.
Since winning, OpenPlay has focused on three main things: building a new website with
physical activity booking; as well as a mobile app and raising the profile of OpenPlay.
Not only that, the piloting of this new innovation over the course of 2015 allowed them to
receive a larger funding round which closed in January 2016. This new funding will allow
OpenPlay to launch two new mobile apps, a new site and OpenPlay has to grow faster
across the UK in partnership with Ordnance Survey.
•
•
•
•
•

Tagd
from Mapsum

Successfully piloted its activity booking tool
Reached more than 18,000 registered users
Gained Brent Council and Kings College University amongst its clients
Secured over 100,000 bookings through the platform
Received a record 90,000 visitors to the site in August 2015

Chris McCormack and Alex Davies-Moore of Wimborne-based company Mapsum were
awarded funding to develop their idea Tagd.
Tagd is a service which allows people or groups to create, share and discover custom interactive
routes that contain personalised, targeted media messages at waypoints along the routes. You
can draw your trail and add hotspots (geo-fences) to it. When a user of your app walks into a
hotspot they are ‘rewarded’ with the information you want them to have at that point (geotrigger). This could be a picture, a question, or video / audio commentary about that area.
For example, a film society can now make its own information trail around movie location
spots and create an accompanying app to allow its members to follow it (or plug a module
into their own app if they have one). Tagd will work with existing networks, such as cycling
clubs, local interest groups and geocachers to get more people involved in physical activity
and to discover the outdoors. The service intelligently joins the dots between a user’s
location outdoors and different real-world actions.
In developing this platform the pair has also been working on a service that connects indoors
and outdoors, called Orbit which allows retailers to join the dots between their online customers,
nearby customers, and in-store customers. So a customer who searched for an item online but
didn’t complete the purchase could receive notification when they’re near the physical store that
the item is on offer. It could also tell the retailer which aisles are getting the most dwell time.
The Mapsum team is still developing the platforms with much interest in Orbit and they are
looking to test Tagd with a Country Park soon.
© Geovation 2016
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HOW CAN WE HELP
BRITISH BUSINESS IMPROVE
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE?
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Carbon Prophet
from AR Carbon

www.arcarbon.co.uk

Richard Page of A R Carbon was looking for a way to help farmers become soil custodians;
to improve fertility in their soil while at the same time reducing farming costs yet allowing
them to make a decent living from the land.
The idea, which was awarded funding from the 2013 Geovation Challenge, was to measure
and map the carbon content of soils in the UK and, in doing so, develop a carbon trading
scheme to unlock the value of this important asset. This would provide farmers and land
owners with a significant new income stream.
Various conferences and reports have highlighted the desirability of projects that promote
and encourage farmers to harness their crops’ natural ability to transform atmospheric CO2
into soil sequestered carbon.

“One of the unexpected benefits
of taking part in the Geovation
Challenge is the opportunity
to network. Since winning I’ve
had meetings with government
agencies, presented my project
at Parliament, to a government
minister and been interviewed for
radio.”
Richard Page,
A R Carbon.

Profit margins in farming are falling, but farmers and growers are often unaware of the
financial benefits of good soil management. By maintaining the fertility of their soil with
sympathetic soil fertility management and natural additives such as compost they can
improve soil fertility and save money on the costs of production while maintaining yield. As
a result, they can build a reserve of sequestered carbon that, when traded, can offer them
additional income. This has a positive impact on their balance sheets and by monetising
the increase in soil carbon, it’s possible to drive fresh revenue streams into the industry benefiting farmers and the environment.
Soil testing and the use of Ordnance Survey mapping data will enable farmers to see the
carbon levels in their soil and encourage them to release its value, mitigating the effects of
greenhouse gases by increasing the levels of carbon in their soils.
The usefulness of the carbon map is threefold: It gives the ability to monitor and verify
existing levels of organic carbon, it will increase interaction with UK farmers and encourage
the development of practices that increase soil sequestered carbon. It will also provide the
baseline information that will form the framework for a voluntary, verified carbon offset
trading scheme.
Carbon Prophet can also help landowners, such as estates, golf and racecourses, to
develop new revenue streams by allowing them to measure and build the carbon in their
soils and derive an economic benefit from doing so. Carbon Prophet has many wideranging benefits for the whole of the UK, from increasing incomes in hard-pressed farming
communities to enabling businesses that would otherwise be net emitters of carbon to
become carbon neutral.

© Geovation 2016
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Geocraft
from Happy Education
http://www.geocraft.org.uk/

GeoCraft is an idea from Zoe Ross, which aims to enable schools and businesses to work
together to encourage learning about sustainability through Minecraft ® - the hugely popular
video game set in virtual 3D worlds made up of blocks representing different materials.
Zoe was awarded funding in the Geovation Challenge to improve business environmental
performance. Using Ordnance Survey mapping, GeoCraft stimulates young people to
increase their knowledge of geography and other subjects and develop ideas to address
local environment issues through a series of challenges.
After winning the Geovation Challenge, Zoe set up the not-for-profit organisation Happy
Education to develop GeoCraft. A simple approach based on sound teaching and learning,
rather than focusing on what Minecraft can do, is proving to be the most effective.
The GeoCraft project uses Ordnance Survey’s OS OpenData within Minecraft to help
students learn about the environment and introduces them to Ordnance Survey data as
they navigate their way around the virtual worlds we have built.
Using OS data has enabled GeoCraft to recreate towns and places in Great Britain, making
worlds more relevant to the children, teaching them about their local environment
and what they can do to protect it in the future. To facilitate this further, GeoCraft uses
Minecraftedu, a version of Minecraft specially designed for classroom use and enables a safe
and secure world with greater teacher control.
Pupils work through a number of creative and engaging cross-curricular challenges using
Minecraft, other technologies and classroom based resources. This helps improve their
collaboration, creative thinking, problem solving and decision-making skills.
The project is currently being piloted in schools and other organisations throughout the UK.

The Green Alchemist
from Element Green Recycling
http://www.greenalchemist.co.uk/

Around 30% of recycled co-mingled waste is sent to landfills due to contamination. The
Green Alchemist, Ayo Isinkaye’ s idea to help businesses reduce costs by separating waste,
was awarded funding in the 2013 Geovation Challenge to improve business environmental
performance.
Using Ordnance Survey mapping to show the location of businesses, local waste carrier
services and reprocessing companies, The Green Alchemist will help businesses improve
their recycling and separation of waste materials. It will make recycling simpler, more
accessible, and financially rewarding. Contamination of waste causes many councils to lose
money. People don’t realise the monetary value of the rubbish we produce. Clean separated
waste is in demand by the reprocessing industry and they are prepared to pay for it,
because it saves them money in the manufacturing process. However, contaminated waste
is worth very little and actually costs money to be taken away.
Working with a team of developers, much of the initial work focussed on data collection
and the responsive web app design, which is completed. The development is now focussed
on creating and organising data and the user functionality of the app. Access to Ordnance
Survey map data has been paramount in building the app. By entering their postcode and
the type of waste they have, organisations and households will be able to find out the value
of their waste and see their local network of recycling facilities and waste courier options.
All this information will be displayed via an open API on the Ordnance Survey map when the
app is finished.
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Streetkleen

www.streetkleen.co.uk

Gary Downie had an idea to develop a practical, innovative solution based around
the anaerobic digestion of dog waste to create usable energy (methane). The result Streetkleen Bio - was awarded funding in the Geovation Challenge to improve business
environmental performance.
Dog fouling is a major issue for many of our towns and cities and is consistently raised as a
public concern. Local authorities have not been able to provide a long-term, lasting solution
to overcome this issue. In addition, the collection and disposal of dog waste is problematic
with decisions needed on where and how many dog waste disposal points should be
allocated; how often they are used and when they need servicing.
In the UK more than 1,200 tonnes of dog waste is generated daily (Pet Foods Manufacturing
Association 2012) and the financial cost of sending local authority collected dog waste to
landfill is estimated at £72 million per year (Keep Britain Tidy).

“Entering, and subsequently
winning the Geovation Challenge
gave us the credibility, belief and
confidence to follow our own
innovative ideas to fruition. We
have had our eyes opened to the
value of geographic data and
ways in which it can be used.”
Gary Downie,
Streetkleen

The environmental cost is also substantial and mountains of small plastic bags containing
dog waste are sent to landfill daily, often in bags that take decades to degrade. Finding an
alternative disposal method for dog waste is a challenge.
The Streetkleen Project will gather and map information on dog fouling and waste disposal
bins using Ordnance Survey data. The project will use anaerobic digestion to dispose of
dog waste and create energy from methane. The Streetkleen app can help reduce costs and
improve environmental performance while providing an incentive for alternative disposal
methods for dog waste.
Since winning the Geovation Challenge, Streetkleen was nominated as one of the Top 100
‘Most Smartest, Disruptive and Innovative’ UK Small Businesses by Smarta and O2, and was
a finalist in the Great British Entrepreneur Awards 2014. Streetkleen is located at Glyndwr
University’s OpTIC Innovation Centre and has joined the Welsh Government High Potential
Starts Scheme.
Streetkleen has also secured licensing rights to DNA-testing technology which can help
councils improve how they deal with and track down owners who do not dispose of their
dogs’ waste.

© Geovation 2016
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HOW CAN WE CONNECT
COMMUNITIES AND VISITORS
ALONG THE WALES COAST PATH?
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Real Food Wales
from Mapkin

www.mapkin.co.uk/realfoodwales

Sisters Helen and Nicola Steer were looking for a way for visitors to the Wales Coast
Path to find the best local, sustainable and delicious food.
They wanted to connect them to local businesses and communities, to showcase real
food and to benefit those who live and work along the route. Their idea for a mobile
app won funding in the 2012 GeoVation Wales Coast Path Geovation Challenge, but
came with its own problem: working around the poor mobile reception along the route,
particularly in West Wales.
After receiving funding, the sisters formed Mapkin, a small company based in South
Wales and London, which uses mapping and technology to create and support social
change. Mapkin’s team of five worked to develop the app; collecting data, coding,
mapping and designing the user interface. The iPhone® app, Real Food Wales, was
released as a pilot in Pembrokeshire in time for summer 2013.
Real Food Wales utilises Mapkin’s network of local knowledge and interactive map
which uses OS OpenData products, including OS VectorMap®, OS Street View®,
Boundary-Line™, Strategi® and Land-Form PANORAMA® and showcases some
of the best food businesses in Pembrokeshire. The app stores an offline map of
Pembrokeshire on the device, combating the problem of accessing information when
there is no mobile signal. Entries include a description, opening hours, location,
contact details and directions. It is a great example of how mapping, geography and
innovation can help boost businesses and communities.

“I would like to thank Ordnance
Survey and the Geovation
Challenge for believing in our
idea. Without their support and
funding we would not be where
we are today.”
Helen Steer,
Mapkin.

© Geovation 2016
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Growing Routes
from Richard Fairhurst
www.growingroutes.org.uk

“The Wales Coast Path should be an engine for regeneration and prosperity – encouraging
businesses to launch and expand along its 870 miles, bringing jobs and opportunities to
local residents,” says Richard Fairhurst.
Richard’s idea, ‘Growing Routes’- a website with an online heat map to help businesses
identify areas of opportunity along the Wales Coast Path and aid economic growth received funding in the 2012 ‘Wales Coast Path’ Geovation Challenge.

“Geovation Camp helped me
hone my idea and develop a
website that could be reused in
other projects and areas. I am
grateful to Ordnance Survey
for giving me the opportunity
to develop and launch Growing
Routes.”

Wales attracted 890,000 international visitors spending £333 million during 2010, but this
information is either not widely understood or put into context for local businesses to make
best use of. Richard wanted to help businesses take advantage of opportunities created
along the Wales Coast Path and identify the ‘sweet spots’ to start or grow their business.
After receiving support, Richard built the website and heatmap engine and pulled in data
from the back-end database. The Growing Routes website launched in October 2013 and is
an easily accessible, draggable and zoomable heatmap of Wales. It integrates open datasets
from different sources including OS OpenData, Meridian® 2, and several Natural Resources
Wales datasets such as Landmap.

Richard Fairhurst,
Growing Routes

The map draws on a huge range of data including tourist attractions and nature sites along
the coastal path, highlighting areas with, for instance, very few bed and breakfasts and
campsites, or areas with good wildlife, shown by Sites of Special Scientific Interest. It also
shows other important decision making information, such as access to and proximity of
road networks and urban areas. The colour layer ‘glows’ to show the best areas to start a
new business.

Snout Wales from Oli
formerly branded My Tour Talk

Snout Wales is an audio travel guide on a smartphone app, giving visitors to the Wales
Coast Path information on the area and helping them connect with local businesses and
communities along the path. This idea from the team at Oli was awarded funding in the
2012 GeoVation Challenge.

www.snoutit.com

Oli’s idea successfully tackles the problem of how to provide visitors and locals with a wide
resource of local information that helps show them what’s available to them across the
Wales Coast Path.
Encouraging coastal tourism helps economic growth in the communities surrounding
the Wales Coast Path. Another problem identified is inadequate Wi-Fi and poor mobile
reception along some sections of the path.
My Tour Talk became Oli – Outside Looking In, during September 2013 and technology
is at the forefront of their innovation. Oli provides SNOUT branded audio travel apps for
major tourist destinations and in January 2014 they launched Snout Wales on iPhone and
Android® apps. Snout Wales is a travel guide which covers the 12 most visited places along
the Wales Coast Path, such as Cardiff, Llandudno, and Aberystwyth. The apps provide
information on accommodation, food & drink, shops, activities and attractions - guiding
visitors along bespoke itineraries to the sights, heights, places and people that can be
discovered in Wales.
Snout Wales allows users to access carefully planned and locally researched audio guide
itineraries and real-time, accurate travel guide information which is fully geo-located. Users
can access photographs, while offline maps can be bought from within the app before being
stored on the device so no Wi-Fi or mobile connection is required where signal is poor, and
roaming costs can be avoided.
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Living Paths

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:GLAM/Welcome_to_Llwybrau_
Byw!_-_Living_Paths!

Communities in Wales often find it difficult to share information about their locality, such as
historic buildings, circular paths, geographical features and other points of interest.
Living Paths! Llwybrau Byw! is a project which aims to empower local communities along
the Wales Coast Path to create Wikipedia® pages and post stories about their communities,
allowing diverse local information to become accessible. The idea from Robin Owain was
awarded funding in the 2012 Wales Coast Path Geovation Challenge.
There’s a lack of readily available information on the Wales Coast Path. Some information
is published in pamphlets, but these are expensive to distribute and therefore difficult to
source. Publishing online is possible, but can be difficult due to the complexities of webauthoring for most people.
Local people have the best knowledge about their locality, sights to see and facilities
available and, through the digital encyclopaedia Wikipedia, they can share that
information. Better, richer information on Wikipedia would benefit users of the Path as
well as local people, connecting visitors with local communities through information on
locations and points of interest (such as wildlife, shipwreck sites, castles, local tales etc).

“Ordnance Survey’s new
Geovation Hub in London has
given us the opportunity to
take the project to new levels
in 2016.”
Terry Jackson,
Living Paths

In July 2013, Robin Owain was appointed the first Wikipedia Manager for Wales by
Wikimedia UK and Wici Cymru and the Living Paths! project was started in January 2014. A
training coordinator was appointed along with nine wiki-skills accredited trainers. To date it
has had approximately 1,200 new articles created and 1,500 images uploaded.
The project trained business and community groups in all coastal counties which border
the Wales Coast Path, with simple Wikipedia web-authoring and editing skills through
150 free workshops. Businesses providing visitor accommodation benefit by being able
to dynamically import rich Wiki content and images into their own websites using a new
WelcomeWiki Lite tool, which is free to workshop attendees. This adds considerable value
for searchers when choosing their destination before booking, and helps them plan their
trip.
Robin Owain of Living Paths says:

“Geovation gave us the chance to sit down with experts and
collaborate with Ordnance Survey using open source data and to work
with other government agencies.”
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Get Community Payback
from Staffordshire and West
Midlands Probation Trust

https://www.swmcrc.co.uk/our-work/
community-payback/

“At Geovation Camp we were
introduced to the concept of
service design and its benefits,
which helped us immensely when
developing our idea. Geovation
gave us the opportunity to meet
with other organisations and
raise the profile of the work we
are doing.”

A mobile phone app that allows the public to nominate local ‘grotspots’ using Ordnance
Survey mapping and engaging with Staffordshire and West Midlands Probation Trust to ‘Get
Community Payback’. This idea was awarded funding in the 2012 Geovation Challenge to
transform neighbourhoods in Britain.
Community Payback projects involve unpaid work which offenders are instructed to do
as part of a community sentence. Projects are typically litter removal, dealing with flytipping, cleaning graffiti and clearing undergrowth. The projects give offenders the chance
to develop important life skills and reduce the risk of reoffending. Finding the right project
location is important and requires interaction from the (local) public.
Across Staffordshire and the West Midlands, more than 612,000 hours of Community
Payback were completed in 2012 by more than 4,500 offenders on a community sentence,
yet nominations for locations from members of the public remained relatively low. The
Probation Trust wanted to raise the awareness of Community Payback and give members of
the public an easier way to nominate projects and greater visibility of the work done.
‘Get Community Payback’ allows members of the public to nominate sites and send
information with geo tagged photographs to the Trust. The Trust, a member of the Public
Sector Mapping Agreement (PSMA), has access to a wealth of Ordnance Survey digital map
data. Displaying the exact location, along with a photo and accompanying information,
streamlines the process for identifying and assessing the suitability of sites, avoiding the
usual ground visit. All nominations are acknowledged and returned a unique URL to the
app, to track the progress of the submission.

Jason Davies,
Staffordshire and West Midlands
Probation Trust

Linking local projects to geographic points helps the local community feel more engaged in
decision-making and helps to make the punishment and rehabilitation of offenders more
visible and meaningful. In developing the app, the Trust collaborated with new partners,
such as Ramblers Cymru and Wales Probation Service to see how offenders in Wales on
Community Payback may be able to work on projects along the Wales Coast Path.
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Green Space Mapper
from Groundwork London
www.greenspacemapper.org.uk

Green Space Mapper is an online consultation and surveying tool, used by residents or
professionals to capture information about their green spaces. Using geolocation data from
Ordnance Survey, areas can be better developed and utilised.
Groundwork London’s Green Space Mapper idea was awarded funding in the 2012
Geovation Challenge to transform neighbourhoods.
People living in disadvantaged areas have five times less access to green space than their
more affluent neighbours. Creatively used and well managed open spaces provide a place
for people to get to know their neighbours as well as for children to play. It also encourages
healthier lifestyles.
In many areas, residents want to improve the land on their estates, but need help with
moving their ideas forward. Many housing associations have programmes of investment for
their green spaces, working closely with residents.
Groundwork’s idea was to create a mobile-friendly ‘web app’ offering many of the benefits
of professional surveying tools used by GIS staff while being simple and enjoyable to use for
all.
Geovation funding allowed Groundwork to commission a prototype tool; develop core
questions & answers for surveying and test the tool with three housing associations. The
system is loaded with sets of tried and tested questions, but Groundwork also created
bespoke sets of questions & answers to be used at specific events or sites.

“We are very grateful for the
support of OS in helping us bring
this tool to so much good use”
Ben Coles ,
Groundwork London

Green Space Mapper uses open standards: and OS OpenData (such as OS Street View)
has been used to create site boundaries. The detailed boundaries of OS MasterMap
Topography Layer can also be used when licensing is available. Key benefits of the tool
are that information is gathered consistently, is accurately located and the results can
be downloaded in minutes when used in a GIS or when statistics are produced in a
spreadsheet.
Since its development in 2010, the Greenspace Mapper has been used over a number
of open space consultations for Housing Associations and local authorities. Its use was
embraced by partners, the communities and Groundwork delivery staff alike.
Over recent years, Groundwork London has had an increased demand from similar partner
organisations to capture spatial information along with consultation data. This was
easily available using native iOS/Android apps from ESRI and other open source software
providers.
Groundwork’s GIS team, which developed Greenspace Mapper, is now evaluating the
potential of adding new functionality to the Greenspace Mapper web app, which will
address the gap in its current usability, and is exploring suitable funding resources. In the
meantime the team has taken it off-line with the view to relaunching the evolved version
when available.
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FoodTrade

www.foodtrade.com

In our 2012 GeoVation Challenge to transform neighbourhoods, Ed Dowding was awarded
funding to develop Sustaination (which later became FoodTrade), a site allowing food
enterprises to use geolocation to connect and trade more easily using social, local and
mobile web technologies. This food web maps and analyses the resources in any given area;
bringing data-driven advantages to small businesses where the activity is. This will help
bring resilience to our food systems and prosperity to our high streets.
FoodTrade is a food-mapping social enterprise which aims to help every area of the
business, from farm to fork, and takes the hassle out of finding and selling responsiblysourced produce. It helps food enterprises create networks, share information, boost their
reputation, collaborate on bids, and find new customers and suppliers. It’s free to use for
individuals and helps them find the foods they love, sold by the people they trust. Farmers,
restaurants, caterers, wholesalers and consumers can discover opportunities, connect with
others, and grow efficiently and responsibly.

“Geovation is a fantastic way
to find and nurture the most
innovative ideas.”
Ed Dowding,
FoodTrade.

Membership for businesses consists of a different level pricing model, starting with ‘free’,
which allows a business profile with contact and social media information to be shown on
searches. The ‘advanced’ membership allows businesses unlimited activity updates and
searches, the ability to map their customers and send daily or weekly email updates.
In 2015 FoodTrade launched FoodTrade Menu (FTM) – a food safety and menu management
tool for food businesses – after winning the Food Open Data Challenge, run by the ODI and
Nesta.
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Mission:Explore
from The Geography Collective
& Explorer HQ
www.missionexplore.net

Mission:Explore is a website and iPhone app encouraging children and young people to get
outside exploring their local area, and innovating with geography through social gaming.
Participants score points and unlock rewards in activities and challenges (‘missions’). This
idea from the Geography Collective was awarded Geovation funding in the first Geovation
Challenge in 2010.
The Geography Collective, a group of teachers, activists and artists, came together to
encourage young people to see and think about our world in new ways. They joined forces
with The Workshop creative consultancy to enable Mission:Explore to happen, through
the website, books, at festivals and camps. The missions are free to take part in, and they
encourage development of local knowledge and community.
The funding from Geovation went toward development of a website and an iPhone app
allowing geolocation of missions and development of the interface and gamification
element.
Daniel Raven-Ellison of Mission:Explore says:

“The Geovation Challenge
process is fantastic. It has
elevated us from having an idea
to being a commercially-viable
company with no debt that’s
exporting services to the United
States and working with wellknown brands and institutions.
Anyone can enter the challenge
and be supported in developing
their idea and think creatively
and critically about how to solve
a problem first and the solution
second.”

“The visible online presence and website, which is at the forefront of
geography innovation, along with the credibility Ordnance Survey
backing gave, allowed people to find out about Mission:Explore and
enabled further conversations and partnerships to develop.”
These partnerships include National Geographic®, with which Mission:Explore has built a
strong relationship.
Mission:Explore was awarded further funding in the 2011 Geovation Transport Challenge,
for its idea to create ‘missions’ to encourage families to use the National Cycle Network
(NCN) and use gamification to help tackle habits and make cycling more appealing.
Research examined the potential to expand the locations of missions to incorporate parts
of the NCN and help promote cycling and active travel more generally. The findings helped
shape an understanding of behaviour and barriers to cycling, such as safety and knowledge
of cycling routes, and how missions could be structured to encourage greater use of the NCN.
Ten areas were selected to run missions with families experienced and confident in cycling.

Daniel Raven-Ellison,
Mission:Explore

Geovation funding also allowed Daniel Raven-Ellison, and a team from The Workshop, to
focus on development of Mission:Explore and a rebuild of the website, which was launched
in October 2011. The rebuild was necessary to have a viable platform to run the cyclingthemed challenges and also allowed organisations to create their own branded versions
of the challenges. Mission:Explore is working on missions with a range of organisations
and has also received £38,500 in funding from Arla, securing a place in the play arena. It
has worked with the Environment Agency ® and Thames Water ® to create missions designed
to help increase water efficiency in schools. As well as the website, missions are available
in books and as free educational resources on TES, Guardian® and National Geographic.
Interactions also take place at festivals and camps.
The Mission:Explore team is currently working with National Parks UK to create a bespoke
book of missions to promote Britain’s largest protected areas to children and families.
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myPTP
from Liftshare

www.liftshare.com/uk

A personal travel plan with all an individual’s options in one document, created with
a search time of under 30 seconds, was the idea put forward by Liftshare and awarded
funding in the 2011 transport Geovation Challenge.
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Liftshare is a social enterprise, ‘mission-driven rather than profit-driven’, which aims to
encourage sustainable transport options and cut carbon emissions by car sharing.
myPTPs are individual personal travel plans produced in a single document, which allow
individuals to evaluate their transport options, while considering CO2, financial and other
implications such as calories burned. This can be used to improve the commute to work
and create a modal shift towards more sustainable travel options.
After receiving funding from Geovation, Liftshare piloted the system with employers using
a bulk upload tool to allow travel planners to deliver a large number of PTPs to employees
‘en masse’. The pilot exceeded the target and, building on feedback, Liftshare soft-launched
myPTP with a major council, who purchased 15,000 myPTPs.
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The myPTP project has kept up momentum since the launch of the successful pilot. It
conducted work in Blackburn and Darwen as part of their Local Sustainable Transport
Fund (LSTF). It helps new recruits and existing employees to choose sustainable transport
options, working with the organisation’s travel
****** coordinator who understands their
******
******
****** can also give feedback to
employees’ and the organisation’s expectations. Liftshare
******
******
** **
******
transport providers, where there may be increases in demand, for**example,
****** expansions
******
******
or new office builds. To date, as a result of using the myPTP tool, they have seen
a* 200%
increase in the uptake of cycling; a 100% increase in car sharing; a 66.7% increase in train
use and a 37.5% increase in walking.
10

EXHAUSTED - THE SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MAGAZINE

Going forward, more than 90 clients have signed up and are showing interest, and this list
is still growing. Liftshare has now used myPTP across a number of sectors, working with
private companies, universities, hospitals, local authorities, job centres and providing
personal travel plans to residential areas. A ‘widget’ for embedding on an organisation’s
website is in the pipeline, which will make it easy for individuals to access the myPTP tool.
Liftshare was selected as a winner of the 2012 Ashden Award for Sustainable Travel for the
ground-breaking and tireless ways it encourages people to think differently about how they
travel and car share. It was awarded a share of £30,000 in prize money to further its work to
promote sustainable travel. It was also nominated in the 2degrees Champions Awards 2014.
Ordnance Survey has recently signed up to MyPTP to raise awareness and encourage
sustainable ways of commuting. The number of OS employees using the OS Liftshare
scheme has increased by 253% .
As a result of Geovation funding and work generated, Liftshare has been able to increase its
staff from 18 to 29 employees.
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Cyclescape
from cyclestreets
www.cyclescape.org

Cyclescape, an interactive website aimed at cycling campaign groups, was awarded funding
in the 2011 transport-themed Geovation Challenge.
Cyclescape was created by the not-for-profit UK cycle journey planner cyclestreets.net.
The site aims to help cycling campaign groups by tackling the typical problems they face:
getting more people involved; avoiding volunteer overload; keeping aware of issues facing
cyclists; working more productively with Local Authorities and discovering best practices
around the UK.
Geography is at the heart of the system, and OS OpenData is, as a map layer.
Features of the website include full-featured discussion tools; subscription based on
‘watching’ geographic areas drawn onto the map; integrated collision data; group privacy
settings; a library of resources that can be ‘pulled-in’ to the discussions; automatic visibility
of planning applications, and more.

“We’d like to thank everyone
involved in Geovation for
enabling this project to go
ahead. We are excited to have
been able to deliver it, and are
very encouraged by its potential.”
Martin Lucas-Smith,
CycleStreets.

Cyclescape was developed by a small team of specialist developers as an open-source
project, allowing others to get involved. There’s potential for it to be repurposed for other
communities such as pedestrian groups. This, along with being able to translate it into
other languages, could bring opportunities for funding and open-source development.
Initial usage has seen activity levels double, with new involvement, little off-topic
discussion, and issues being brought to conclusion effectively. The robust design framework
supports wider growth, although more work is needed to meet the site’s full potential.
Cyclescape was showcased at the main annual cycling campaign community conference in
October 2012, where it received critical acclaim from the head of national cycling charity CTC.
Groups are being added one-by-one as the site takes on its national focus.

cyclescape

The site aims to provide an all-in-one platform customised to the needs of cycling advocacy
groups around the UK. The challenge is to cater for the differing processes and skills within
these groups and make collaboration easier. The long-term success of the site will be
judged by how groups can influence change more effectively at a local level and work with
local authorities to increase rates of cycling; for example, improved cycle facilities, safer
streets and more cycle parking. So far, signs of this are positive, with notable successes in
Cambridge and London, for example.

cyclescape
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FixMyTransport Anywhere!
from mySociety
www.fixmytransport.com

mySociety is a UK charity who build websites which give people simple, tangible ways to
connect with and improve their society.
In the 2011 transport-themed Geovation Challenge it was awarded funding to develop a
mobile version of FixMyTransport - a website making it easy for people to report and get
common transport problems resolved.
Using the mobile app people could report problems - such as broken ticket machines or
buses that leave early - when they happen, rather than waiting until later and forgetting.
mySociety sent the information to the correct transport operator or local authority for
action. Reports and responses were posted online so that other people could support,
respond and give advice. mySociety projects are built on free and open-source software so
that individuals and organisations can share this globally to build their own variations.
The project ran from 2011 to 2015 when FixMyTransport decided to take the site down. This
was due to the high level of technical resource required to keep the transport data current.
While it was running it contained data for more than 300,000 stops and routes, using several
public transport datasets. It also contained crowdsourced email data for the operators
themselves, gathered by mySociety’s community of supporters.

The site got up to 250,000 visitors, and over 650,000 page views per month and
FixMyTransport users sent more than 10,000 issues to operators. During its four years of
life, FixMyTransport was successfully used to request seats on station platforms, timetable
alterations, and better bicycle parking at stations, among many other things.

London Cycle Map
cyclelifestyle.co.uk

This easy-to-use London Cycle Map has been described as the cycling equivalent of the
London Underground map.
It shows a unified network of signed cycle routes throughout Greater London.
Cycling campaigner Simon Parker came up with the idea while following a cycle route
where the signs suddenly disappeared. He found the experience disorientating.
Developing his London Cycle map he used colours to indicate the direction of travel,
devising the ‘compass colour system’ to simplify waymarking. The route’s colour depends
on its orientation. For example, a cold blue for north-south
routes, and a sunny red for east-west routes.
Supported by the editor of cycle lifestyle magazine and fellow
campaigner Ben Irvine, the idea was awarded innovation funding
from Geovation in 2011 – specifically to develop a photomap and
website (bikemapper.org.uk)
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Access Advisr

www.accessadvisr.net

AccessAdvisr - a free website providing ease-of-access information about places of interest
and transport stops and stations - has been in development since 2012.
Borne from frustrations surrounding accessibility issues, AccessAdvisr is primarily for
people with disabilities (of whom there are estimated to be around 12.2 million in the UK)
but could include those experiencing some form of mobility impairment, cyclists, or parents
with prams.
It’s been designed so content can be updated by a user-community of real people who post
ratings, comments and photos to share their views and experiences of accessing different
places. The idea, from Neil Taylor of Integrated Transport Planning Ltd (ITP), was awarded
funding in the transport-themed GeoVation Challenge. Rob Trent from Ordnance Survey
helped in the development stage, and now runs it.
It brings together on one website the best available public information sources on the
accessibility of transport systems and places. People can manage and maintain accessibility
information for use before and during their journeys.

“Through Geovation, we have
built an excellent network
of contacts with software
developers interested in
improving Britain’s transport.
We’ve also collaborated
successfully with other Geovation
entrants to work with clients both
internationally and in the UK.”
Neil Taylor,
Integrated Transport Planning Ltd

The key stages of the project were to review and broker existing data, recruit external software
developers, establish proof-of-concept software specifications and develop the software. A
beta release of AccessAdvisr was tested in Loughborough and Nottingham, and subsequent
development has been inspired by feedback from disabled people in Milton Keynes and
Nottingham – where the ITP team worked with the local councils to continue enhancing the
tool. There are currently over 200 user profiles registered on the platform and iPhone and
Android smartphone apps available.
A team of 10 people were involved in
the development and promotion of
AccessAdvisr, and ITP partnered with the
University of Nottingham to establish
a Technology Strategy Board-backed
Knowledge Transfer Partnership. Working
together, ITP and the University appointed
an in-house software developer to
accelerate the pace at which enhancements
to the software tools were delivered.
Rob Trent says:

“To help businesses tap into this market, anonymised information
can be passed on to persuade businesses to improve accessibility, or
to congratulate them. Since inception, the reviews have grown and
include restaurants, football stadiums, hotels and leisure venues.”
AccessAdvisr’s success is measured by website usage, app downloads and the amount of
user-generated content and location ratings added to the platform. User feedback and
suggestions are important to shape platform modifications, and ITP’s work with Suffolk
County Council, Milton Keynes Council and Nottingham City Council enabled their team to
introduce AccessAdvisr tools to disabled people in different areas of the UK.

“Access Advisr’s creators, Integrated Transport Planning Ltd,...are
using open data to improve the quality transport projects for local
authorities in England. They’re also working on behalf of the World
Bank to develop and pilot a suite of open-source software tools and
open data platforms that will improve the way urban transport
systems function in the Philippines.”
The Rt Hon Francis Maude MP, Cabinet Office Minister, March 2012. At an address on the
economic benefits and innovation potential of opening up availability of government data.
© Geovation 2016
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Foodnation™:
The people’s digital co-op
www.food-nation.co.uk

Louise Campbell had the idea and set up Foodnation in March 2011 after receiving
Geovation funding in the ‘How can Britain feed itself?’ Geovation Challenge. Its mission
was to have Foodnation hubs within cycling distance of most UK households and provide
a platform connecting customers and farmers in their local area to local organic food and
fruit & veg box delivery schemes. After securing funding, Louise used geographic data to
build a pilot platform for buying/selling the boxes. Building on feedback from testing, the
Foodnation app was launched in May 2012 and the web app followed in September.
Foodnation partnered with Transition Town Maidenhead to run a pilot scheme for ordering
organic fruit and veg boxes from a local supplier. Running through July and August 2012,
the pilot saw orders of £400 per week from its 20 members.
There’s potential to launch a Foodnation
Co-operative Maidenhead website in future
development, with 40,000 people in Maidenhead
benefiting from this method of ordering local
produce.
Louise has learned a lot from the Geovation
experience and from starting a digital project from
scratch: “I learned digital marketing skills and
what’s required to develop a mobile app,” she says.

“I’ve also got to grips with project
management skills and learned to be
cautious about how fast you can start a
new business with limited funds. Given
the funding again, I’d spend much more
on digital marketing at the beginning
than into the project development.”

City Farmers

www. city-farmers.co.uk

The City Farmers project was set up by Helen Steer and Pete Boyce in 2011 after receiving
Geovation funding. The project researched existing growing provisions, communities,
projects and challenges within Lambeth. The team used open data to create multi-layer
maps, which were incredibly valuable at visualising and framing the problems, enabling
conversations between individuals, communities, charities and government.
City Farmers also supported grassroots projects, workshops and collaborations. It helped
local government and communities engage with sustainability issues through data,
mapping and activism.
Helen was named as one of the GLA’s 2014 London Leaders for her work in sustainable
business with a focus on the Grow Beer micro enterprise project.
The team also co-published a children’s book, Mission:Explore Food, with GeoVation winner
the Geography Collective.
Pete Boyce is continuing to develop the project and currently working on a new structure
for the website city-farmers.co.uk.
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MaxiMap® Giant Floor Maps
www.maximap.co.uk

When Ann Jones was teaching history to schoolchildren, she realised lots of pupils didn’t
know where the counties of the United Kingdom were, making it difficult for them to
visualise what they were being taught.
So Ann commissioned a giant floor map of the British Isles and initially took it into the
classroom to highlight cities where civil disturbances took place in the 19th century for her
Year 10 GCSE pupils. Ann then joined forces with Rowena Wells, of Llanelli printing company
Heritage Screen Print, to create MaxiMap – a giant floor map that’s a fun and active way to
learn about geography.
Ann’s idea impressed the judges and audience in the first Geovation Challenge in 2010. She
secured funding to develop the idea which allows pupils of all ages the chance to brush up
on their geographic skills using the enormous floor-sized maps -a teaching tool to expand
pupils’ knowledge of the world.

“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
demonstrating the maps to
children at the various events
we’ve been to. We put education
packs together to tie in with the
World War 1 commemorations
last year, and in conjunction Ann
provided individual lessons and
inset training.”
Rowena Wells,
Maximap.

There are three versions of the map: The British Isles, Wales, and a world map. The funding
allowed MaxiMap to buy satellite imagery of the world, new imagery of the UK and offer the
map at a subsidised cost initially. The giant map was launched at the GA conference in 2010,
and following this, feedback was sought from teachers.
Rowena Wells said:

“The maps cost £330 each and currently over 100 have been sold to
schools and other organisations, such as The Wildfowl and Wetlands
Trust, which ordered nine of the maps to be used in its educational
programmes. Ramblers Wales also bought a map for events relating
to the opening of the Wales Coastal Path. Feedback from buyers has
been great: They’ve found them incredibly useful, fun and engaging
teaching aids.
There are additional tools that can be bought alongside the maps,
such as markers and English and Welsh place names. MaxiMap has
also developed a range of teaching aids, such as a periodic table, and
now offers Africa and Europe floor maps, as well as political maps of
the UK and world. It has produced some special commissions such as
midi maps for the Peak National Park and a world weather map for a
London Academy.”
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SUPPORT

Helping at Geovation Camp
is quite addictive

During Geovation Camp, OS provides support for the finalists helping to develop their
prototype ventures.
Here you can learn about the experience from a few helpers’ perspectives.
Shona Quinn of Ordnance Survey:

“After a great experience helping at a previous Geovation Camp, I knew
I definitely wanted to help out again. The buzz of the atmosphere at
camp is quite addictive! There were several ‘returner’ helpers, showing
that Geovation is an inspiring event to be at, whether you’re a helper
or a finalist.
This time there was more support, and each team had at least one
Ordnance Survey helper with them all weekend, providing dedicated
assistance throughout the camp.
This worked well – allowing the teams and helpers to really
concentrate on identifying the ‘problem’ that each idea was solving,
the ‘solution’ that the team was providing or proposing, and their
method of ‘execution’ to make their solution happen.
No matter how much the teams had prepared for camp beforehand,
following the Geovation process made each clearer and stronger,
ready to pitch for funding on Sunday afternoon. It was exciting and
exhausting, but I think we all came away from the event inspired by
the ideas and enthusiasm of the teams involved.”
Quotes from other helpers:

“A fantastic crash course in design thinking which provided a fresh
way of looking at business planning. It was exhausting, but seeing the
pitches come together on Sunday was inspiring and I look forward to
seeing what the winners can produce going forward.”
“The best thing for me was the experience of working in an
environment that was dynamically different from my everyday work
and for helping the Idea team/Innovators create a successful bid for
funding. I felt a great sense of satisfaction knowing that I’d helped
evolve the team’s idea into a winning bid.”
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John Carpenter (Ordnance Survey); Angela Charlton (Ramblers Cymru); Steve Coast (OpenStreetMap);
Serena Cussons (Department for Transport [DfT]); James Cutler (eMapSite); Jane Davidson (INSPIRE,
University of Wales Trinity Saint David); Jason Davies (Staffordshire and West Midlands Probation
Trust); Eloise Day (Capital Growth); Bryan Forbes SBRI, Peter Francombe (Visit Wales); Gary Gale (Nokia);
Andrew Goodwin (Department for Transport [DfT]); Marianne Guldbrandsen (Northern Circle); Peter ter Haar
(Ordnance Survey); Victoria Harris (The Prince’s Rural Action Programmes, Innovate UK (formerly Technology
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Service Design - Helping turn good ideas into great innovations
The Geovation Camp process is facilitated by service designers who employ design thinking,
techniques and processes. In addition, OS is able to draw on the expertise of the MDes
Service Design Innovation students from the London College of Communication, University
of the Arts.
Boris Divjak. London College of Communication:

“One of the first things I noticed when visiting Ordnance Survey’s
head office in Southampton is the remarkable size of its logo at the
entrance. The building makes you feel confident you’re there to do
some serious business. As helpers at Geovation Camp this was an
opportunity to observe how new, innovative service solutions were
being born in the real world.
Some of the activities at the camp may have seemed slightly out of
place in a building like this, but Lego cubes and paper aeroplanes
were all essential to the innovation process! In a relaxed, yet bustling
working environment, sketches were turned into business models and
good ideas into great innovations. Perhaps the biggest lesson from
this great weekend is that, even for grown-ups, innovation can be – or
rather has to be – engaging, inspiring and fun!”
Quotes from other Service Design Students:

“I enjoy meeting innovative creative people and having a chance to
use my skills in a meaningful way”
“It was a good experience in which I could work with professionals
from other fields in a well-appointed environment. Above all, as a
service design student, the opportunity to listen to various ideas was
very useful.”

Strategy Board [TSB]); Quentin Johns (Hub Westminster); Gwenda Owen (CTC); Richard Kemp-Harper (TSB);
John Kimmance (Ordnance Survey); Glenn Lyons (University of the West of England); Lynne Nicholson (Land
Registry); Bill Oates (Welsh Assembly Government [WAG]); Christopher Osborne (Ito World); Ant Parsons
(Environment Agency); Alison Prendiville (London College of Communication); Liz Ratcliffe (Ordnance Survey);
Daniel Raven-Ellison (Mission:Explore); Tracy Ross (University of Loughborough); Nick Snelgar (Future Farms).
Facilitators:
Sean Miller; David Townson; Murray Sim; Richard Telford; Nick Devitt; Rob Maslin and Laura Sorvala
(Nonon).
Sponsors:
Housing Challenge: Land Registry; Wales Coast Path Challenge: Welsh Government; SBRI, Innovate UK
(formerly Technology Strategy Board [TSB]); Transport Challenge: Department for Transport; TSB.
We would also like to thank Dr Alison Prendiville and the MDes in Service Design Innovation students
from the London College of Communication (University of the Arts).
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GEOVATION HUB
1 SEKFORDE STREET
CLERKENWELL GREEN
LONDON, EC1R 0BE
challenge@geovation.uk
geovation.uk
follow us on Twitter @Geovation
Join the Geovation group on LinkedIn

REGISTERED OFFICE: EXPLORER HOUSE , ADANAC DRIVE , SOUTHAMPTON, SO16 0AS
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